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Fully updated coverage of PCB design and construction with EAGLEThis thoroughly revised,

easy-to-follow guide shows, step-by-step, how to create your own professional-quality PCBs using

the latest versions of EAGLE. Make Your Own PCBs with EAGLE: From Schematic Designs to

Finished Boards, Second Edition, guides you through the process of developing a schematic,

transforming it into a PCB layout, and submitting Gerber files to a manufacturing service to fabricate

your finished board. Four brand-new chapters contain advanced techniques, tips, and features.

Downloadable DIY projects include a sound level meter, Arduino shield, Raspberry Pi expansion

board, and more!â€¢Â Install and configure EAGLEâ€•including EAGLE v7.7.0â€¢Â Explore

EAGLEâ€™s screens and create schematic and board files â€¢Â Select the right components and

launch your own projects â€¢Â Create scripts and User Language Programs that automate repetitive

tasksâ€¢Â Build your own libraries and parts and modify existing componentsâ€¢Â Generate Gerber

design files to submit for fabrication â€¢Â Solder through-hole PCBs and SMD boards â€¢Â Learn

how to streamline your design thinking and workflow â€¢Â Design non-rectangular and

custom-shaped boardsâ€¢Â Learn advanced techniques and take your boards to the next level
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Simon Monk has a bachelorâ€™s degree in cybernetics and computer science and a Ph.D. in

software engineering. He has authored numerous books, including Programming Arduino: Getting

Started with Sketches, 30 Arduino Projects for the Evil Genius, Programming the Raspberry Pi:



Getting Started with Python, Hacking Electronics, and Programming FPGAs: Getting Started with

Verilog. Dr. Monk also runs the website monkmakes.com, which features his own products.Duncan

Amos has been involved with producing printed circuit boards for almost fifty years. His career

straddled many industries, from environmental monitoring to aerospace - several of his PCBs are in

earth orbit and continue to function after more than 25 years in that harsh environment. Although

â€œofficially retired,â€• he continues to produce PCBs for non-profit groups, small companies, and

start-ups and regularly performs technical reviews of books on electronics.Â 

If you want to design your own PCBs on EAGLE, this is the book to read. Follow it carefully, and you

will be able to produce very useful PCB designs for eventual fabrication. In my view, given EAGLE's

capabilities, there is no reason to etch your own boards anymore. This book shows everything that

you need to know and steers you away from some common pitfalls.

There will come a time in your life when you want to take your projects off a breadboard or

stripboard and onto a real PCB. It is true that there are many videos on how to do this however

sometimes you need a guide that explains what you need to use, do, and in what order to do it to

turn a schematic into a PCB. This book does exactly that. After running through the example

projects you will be able to create through-hole and SMD boards and have the files to send off for

manufacturing. Simon's writing style is relaxed and easy to read, for the hobbyist or interested

beginner. Don't waste your time hunting around for free guides or piecing together information from

multiple websites or listening to awful YouTube videos - just buy this book and start making.

This book finally explains what I have been trying to find the answers for via Google. Dr. Monk's

writing style is easy to follow, and he gives real world advice about design and layout. It is not the

end-all-be-all book on eagle design, but it's a wonderful starter book to introduce you and get you

moving in the right direction. I highly recommend this book to anyone getting started who is tired of

floundering looking for he answers.

This book is about learning to use Eagle from start to a finished pcb product. The finished product

covers making your own pcb. For me, after putting in so much effort in design, testing, pcb

production I would rather send it out to a pro fabrication facility and have them make my board. I

gave it only 3 stars because it lacked real world tips and techniques in sending to a fab facility, its

outdated. Overall, I still highly recomend this book. It literaly takes you from install of Eagle to a



finished PCB. If you need a book on Eagle get this book! It will give you a good understanding of

Eagle and most importantly walks you through a good workflow practice. You will not be an expert

with this book but you will more confident on your way to be one. Get the Eagle reference book, its

free to download from the Eagle web page and use Youtube to clear any confusion.

If you are looking for a reference to help get you started using CadSoft EAGLE  to generate

schematics and Gerber files for printed circuit boards, this is the one. It even presents information

on home-brewing a reflow oven for soldering SMT boards using a modified toaster over. This is one

of the best written how-to books in my library.

Great book by great autor. Basic knowledge for new to Eagle CAD.

Nicely done for even an old guy like me to read and follow........thanks

It is Okay. It has a link to example projects which interested me because I wanted to try my hand at

making my own pcb. I followed the link to the example projects and followed the books instructions

to download the projects but I could only down load the files as html. I'm a little disappointed but I'll

soldier on. I have experience with Mentor Graphics and Cadence/Allegro with schematic capture.

Just a little short on layout and of course pcb manufacture.
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